
Theme of the Month: Places around us Month: October, 2019
Value of the Month: Caring Class:-IK - 2

SUBJECT WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

ENGLISH
Introduction of the letter G,g 
through activities and recap of 
completed letters'.

Introduction of the letters 
J,j,K,k through activities and 
recap of completed letters.

MATHS

Oral counting numbers from 1 
to 20. Writing of numbers 11 to 
15 in a sand pit and identifying 
the number through different 

Oral counting numbers from 1 
to 20.Writing of numbers 16 to 
20 in a sand pit and identifying 
the number through different 
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Dasara vacation

Dasara vacationMATHS
the number through different 
activitie s.Introduction of 
number names ONE-1,TWO -2

the number through different 
activities.Introduction of 
nember names THREE-
3,FOUR-4,FIVE-5

WAU
Theme :Places around us. 
Introduction of 
"NEIGHBOURHOOD"

Theme:Places around 
us.Introduction of ANIMALS 
and THEIR HABITATES.

Exploration 
room

Story presenting with the 
bodylanguage.

Rhymes Resitation

Story telling Magic lamp,Ugly duckling the greedy dog

Dasara vacation

Dasara vacation

Dasara vacation

Dasara vacation



PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY : 
Interact with your child about  'Neighbourhood". Show them  videos on different neighbourhood places like (Hospitals, Market places, shops, 

Office, park etc). Interact with your child about his/her favourite community.  Click pictures with different community helpers whom they 
appriciate. Make a photo collage on a chart paper and send it to the class for the display.

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DECOR
Childrens activity charts related to the "Theme, English, Math and Second Language" will be displayed in the class. children learnt through 

different strategies will be visible in the classroom. Colour "Voilet"will be introduced. Different objects will be displayed in the class which are  
in colour  for better understanding of the Children. 

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher :- A. Sri Rama Lakshmi                Mobile :- 9948138339

Signature of Principal

* * *


